ABSTRACT. Howson [41 praved that the intersection of twa finitely generated subgroups H and 1< of ranks m and it respectively is finitely generated. HepravedthattherankNofffflKisatmast2litit-m-it+l.
lix section 2 we showed the main theorem 2.7: "lf 11 and 1< are finitely generated subgroups of a free group E on generators a, b of ranks m, it respectively and if ah vertices un V(H) and r(K) are of degree 2 and 3 only, then the rank N of 11 fl 1< satisfies N < mit -it -m + 2".
In order to prove the main Theorem 2.7, we foflowed and improved the techniques which were used hy Nickolas [10] especially the concept of compatibelty of paths and branch points.
By this irnprovement, we could have an upper bound on the number of the compatible branch points in the core of F*(H) >< 1"(le) which is the product of r*(11) and r(le).
Therefore we started to know the least nurnber of typing of compatible hranch points of degree 3 only un P(H) as shown un Lemma 2.3.
In Lemma 2.4 we showed that if IY(H) has only two types of compatible branch points X 1 and 3<2 then the number of branch points of type Xí = the number of branch points of type X2.
In Lemma 2.5 we showed that if~*(H) has more than two types of compatible hranch points then the largest number of one type of compatible branchpointsisn,where# Br(P(H) = 2n = 4ori < nforallí = 1 ,...,r, where r is the number of typing of compatible branch point 3<1.
Therefore by aboye Lemmas 2.3, 3.4 aud 2.5 we could have an upper bound for the number of branch points in the core of V(H) x fl(1<) which is less than or equal to #Br<P <~~>)x#Br(F <K>) as shown in Theorem 2.6. 
F'ree groups
A group E is said to be free on a finite subset X CE E where X={zí,z25...,z~}ifforanygroupBandanymappingf: X-*C tItere is a unique Itomomorpldsm 6: E -* O sucIt that zO = 4 for alí 2: 6 3<.
TIte cardinality of X is called tIte rank of E and is denoted by ¡Xi; and X is called a set of generators of tIte free group E. If X is finite tIten E is cahled finitely generated free group.
A word on 3< is a finite sequence of elements i~3<+ U X where X={zjíx~íx;l}X=X+={x:zEX}Awordisdenoted called a reduced word or a finitely reduced word if x 5t i 4+iT
Ite set of aif reduced words is denoted by E~. is finite, tIten tIte rank of 11 is equal to g(n -1) + 1.
Graphs
A graph r is a collection of two sets y (V is not empty set) and E called tIte set of vertices and edges respectively of tIte graph r, togetIter witIt two functions 1: E -+ y, t: E -* V (we say that edge e joins tIte vertex 1(e) to t(e). 
A trivial successians of edges is a path of tIte fon eg,~e, where e E E, é E E.
If a patIt P contains a trivial succession of edges tIten by collapsing tIte trivial successions of edges we get a new path P'. This operation is called aix elementary reduction asid is denoted by P j P'.
Two patIts P and P' are called equivalent, denoted by P '-'-if there is a ¡multe sequence of paths P = Pí,P2,... ,P,. = P' such that eitIter P, .¡ P5~í or P5.~.í .1 P5 for i = J =le -1. Therefore as in [3] , (a) A tree is a connected non-empty grapIt without reduced circuits.
If A is a subgraph of a connected graph 1', tIten A is called spanning if every pair of vertices of r is joined by at least one path un A and a spanning tree if A is tree and spanning.
A morphism of graphs is a function f : F -* ir such tItat f takes each edge to aix edge or a vertex and eacIt vertex to a vertex with tIte following property f(é) = f(e), where e E 1' and í(f(e)) = 1(1(e)) when 1(v) = y for y E V.
Two grapIts r and ir are called isnmorphic is tItere exists a one-one mapping f of tIte vertices and edges of 1' onto tIte vertices and edges respectively of ir, whicIt preserves tIte relation "is tIte initial vertex of', "is tIte terminal vertex of" and "is tIte inverse of'.
Cayley graplis
TIte grapIt r(E, 3<) is cailed tIte cayley graph of tIte group E witIt respect to X CE E. It Itas vertex set E and set of edges E x 3< (i.e. (w,x) E E(r(E,X)) witIt í(w,z) is tIte initial vertex of (w,x) and t(w, z) tIte termanal vertex of (in, x) for every edge (in, z) E E(r(E, 3<)), tIte inverse edge of(w,z) is (wz,c
1) E E(r(E,X)).
TIte quotient graph [5] or cayley coset graph r(E, X)/H for a subgroup 11 of E Itas set of vertices {Hw : in E F,H =E} and set of edges {(Hw,x) : tu E E, x E X} such that aix edge (Hw,z) E I'(F,X)/11 takes tIte vertex Hin to Hin. It is also denoted by r(H). TIte cyclomatic number of r (11) is tIte minimal number of edges tItat we can delete to make a tree.
TIte rank of tIte finitely generated subgroup 11 is tIte cyclomatic
number of r5(H). TIte vertex y is called a branch point if d(V) = 3 wItere y E V(P(H)) and d(V)
is tIte degree of tIte vertex V.
MAIN THEOREM
By direct calculations we can prave tIte following proposition. TIte following exaanple sItow us that the compatibiity of brancIt points is not transitive un general.
We see tItat 1 and 2 are compatible. Also 2 and 6 are compatible but 1 and 6 are incompatible. There is a path of type A or (3joining two neighbouring branch points u 5 and tir~ix r(H),j,r = m. 
Definition. A consistent grapir is a directed X-labelled grapir (mire-
-
Let a path of type
A joining tIte brancIt points te5 and~2k+ítIten tIte patIt of type A joins~2k+2 and~r
